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Abstract: is essay investigates the musico-poetic collaboration between Susan Howe and 
David Grubbs. Focusing on ie h (2005), the rst of a CD series that collects orow (1987; 
1990) and Melville’s Marginalia (1993), it examines the forms, e ects, and implications of 
the two works’ remediation from printed to sonic product. At stake are notions of textuality 
and voice, as well as issues of margins and marginalization that Howe starts challenging on 
page. e shi  from the written to the aural dimension does in fact intensify the poems’ anti-
representative and anti-narrative drive, extending Howe’s dismantling of the visual frames. 
As the poet’s selective, anti-expressivist and anti-performative reading increases her textual 
scattering and fragmentation, foregrounding the sonic and material aspects of language, so 
does Grubbs’s experimentation with music, sound, and voice manipulation through the use 
of audio reproduction technology. If the insertion of pre-recorded ambient sounds generates 
acoustic e ects that match the polyvocality and simultaneity of Howe’s visual poems, music 
ampli es their inherent dissonance and release from the constraints of signi cation. is 
intricate web of sonorities does not only defy the authority, stability, and closure of the written 
texts. It develops an aesthetics of sound that augments Howe’s graphic experimentation and 
calls for a listening practice that might draw attention to the margins of history and society.  
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“ e origins of poetry may well reside in sound and song. But the transmission 
history of poetry depends upon visual forms,” writes Johanna Drucker (237). Yet, if 
the invention of the printing press, in the 15th century, did turn poetic production 
from oral to (predominantly) visual composition, 20th century poetic history has 
recorded a signi cant return to orality. From avant-garde experiments in sound 
poetry to the ourishing of poetry readings since the late 1950s, from performance 
poetry to poetry slam, the medium of poetry has been variously tested. But what is 
exactly this medium? Is a poem, asks Brian Reed, “something heard? Overheard? 
Performed? Read silently on the page? . . . a bodily rhythm that prompts toes to tap 
and heads to nod in time?” (270). To give all these questions a positive answer is to 
acknowledge the “persistently ‘multimedia’ character of the art of poetry,” which can 
be channeled in di erent means of communication (272). 

Nevertheless, if the medium is the message, in McLuhan’s dictum, what happens 
when a text shi s from one mode to another? Is it still the same text? Approaching 
di erent embodiments of a text implies coping with di erent aspects of articulation, 
production, and reception that rely on di erent perceptions, cognitive processes, and 
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relations (between authors, readers and a larger cultural-environmental context). 
Furthermore, in the face of its change, is it still a text? If, as Charles Bernstein 
reminds us, the very notion of textuality is associated with “the woven texture of 
written language, and, indeed, with visual inscription” (“Making Audio Visible” 963), 
the audio text undermines the stability, xity, and closure of such a text, calling for a 
new critical attention.1 

e conversion of a text from written to oral form, from “a mere evoked aurality,” 
which is caught in silent reading, to oral “vocalizing” (Stewart 2), which turns readers 
into listeners, has radical consequences, on and o  the page, that this essay intends 
to explore. e investigation is directed towards the recent vocal and acoustic turn of 
Susan Howe’s production in collaboration with experimental musician David Grubbs. 
Since their rst encounter in 2003, they have re-edited some of her previously printed 
texts ( orow, Melville’s Marginalia, Souls of the Labadie Tract, Frolic Architecture, 
Tim Tit Tot) in audio CDs ( ie h, Souls of the Labadie Tract, Frolic Architecture, 
Woodslippercounterclatter) and exhibited in live performances, where the texts are re-
enacted again and again. Inaugurating the series of transpositions, ie h provides 
an ideal ground of analysis for the purpose and scope of this paper. Not only does 
it cope with the eccentricities of Howe’s page, but also markedly revises the printed 
sources. Furthermore, addressing issues of margins and marginalization from the 
double level of content and form, it provides a paradigmatic case for discussion on 
the transformations of the poems as they shi  from the visual to the acoustic eld, 
from landscape to soundscape. 

ie h is the only product in its category that collects two di erent texts, 
namely orow, released in 1987 and later collected in Singularities (1990), and 
Melville’s Marginalia, from e Nonconformist’s Memorial (1993). Disrespectful of 
former textual boundaries, the compilation rearranges the presentation of Howe’s 
work, a ecting both her individual products (here conveyed in a new mode) and her 
full production (establishing new direct internal connections, this reassembly o ers 
a privileged perspective on its concerns and orientation). 

Apparently distant from each other, orow and Melville’s Marginalia share 
structural devices and thematic concerns that ie h helps emphasize. In their 
printed form, for instance, they both include prose passages and rely on collage and 
graphic experimentation. Signaling boundaries, they both move to their eradication, 
performing an aesthetic as well as a political act. 

orow was inspired by Howe’s writer-in-residency in the town of Lake George, 
at the foot of the Adirondack Mountains, New York, during the winter and spring 
of 1987. Annoyed by the degeneration of the natural landscape under the e ects 
of modernization and mass tourism, the poet undertakes an investigation of the 
past, back to the arrival of earlier European colonists, to examine what went wrong; 

1 ,QWHUH W KD KLIWHG WR WKH PDWHULDO SURSHUWLH RI R QG EH\RQG FRQYHQWLRQDO PHWULFDO
W GLH SHUIRUPDQFH DQG SRHWU\ UHDGLQJ R QG WHFKQRORJ\ DQG UHSURG FWLRQ &I .KDQ

DQG :KLWHKHDG 0RUUL %HUQ WHLQ DQG 0LGGOHWRQ HUORII DQG ZRUNLQ
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to recover unspoiled “forms of wildness,” as well as to question and revise their 
representations: “re-reading re-tracing once-upon” (Singularities 41). Combining 
historical and literary sources, she draws from the papers of William Johnson, the 
eighteenth-century Irish fur trader who named the lake a er King George, and 
Henry David oreau. Whereas echoes of Johnson can be heard in the rst section 
of the work, oreau’s notions of nature inform the second, which concerns Howe’s 
experience of the lake. e third and nal section, on the other hand, o ers one of 
the most radical samples of Howe’s experimentation with fragmentation and line 
scattering. 

e genesis of the work and the intentions of the poet are illustrated in a brief 
but theoretically dense introduction that, divided into two parts, describes the 
circumstances (an untitled preamble) and o ers a critical and literary background 
(“Narrative in Non-Narrative”). Whether Howe’s view of the present, which can only 
o er dull replicas of the past, alludes to Baudrillard (“In winter the Simulacrum is 
closed for the season,” 41), her vision of American colonial history echoes Todorov’s 
assessment in e Conquest of America: e Question of the Other. As she writes in a 
central passage:

,Q WKH HYHQWHHQWK FHQW U\ ( URSHDQ DGYHQW UHU WUDGHU E U W WKUR JK

WKH IRUH W WR GL FRYHU WKL SDUWLF ODU ORQJ FOHDU ERG\ RI IUH K ZDWHU

Path�nding believers in God and grammar spelled the lake into SODFH

7KH\ KDYH UHQDPHG LW HYHUDO WLPH LQFH ,Q SDWHUQDO FRORQLDO \ WHP

a positivist ef�ciency appropriates primal indeterminacy. (41, original
HPSKD L

e myths of the “Virgin” and “Promised Land” are here debunked in the face of 
their tacit imperialist ideology. In tune with Todorov’s analysis, Howe describes 
colonization as a pre-eminently linguistic matter, tracing a direct link between 
naming and possessing. Con ating colonialism and patriarchy (“paternal colonial 
systems”), she points to a history of abuse perpetrated by men and exasperated by 
traditional rhetorical discourse that connotes the land as feminine. Relying on the 
power of language and representation, both systems suppress di erence, which 
they con ne to the realm of inarticulateness, by silencing and/or marginalizing the 
“Other” (natives as well as women). Yet, in the use of the poet, language turns from a 
means of control and possession to a means of liberation. Her alternative spelling for 
“ oreau,”2 for instance, opens the proper name to the “instantaneous apprehension 
of a multiplicity” (42) described by Deleuze and Guattari (37), questioning the very 
act of naming (Back 51).  

Explicitly mentioned only at the end of the introductory passage, oreau is 

2 2WKHU PL SHOOHG RU WU O\ DUFKDLF ZRUG WKRURZ L WKH ROG IRUP IRU WKUR JK
UHF U LQ WKH WH W D DQ DSW ZD\ WR Q SHOO PHULFD %DFN L H WR HW LW IUHH IURP WKH

SRZHU RI QDPLQJ
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merely evoked through the punning e ect of the title-word and allusions to his work 
in the poem. Howe’s desire for the wildness, in the face of a modern landscape that 
is marked by economic exploitation and pro t, echoes his. Yet, dissociating from 
him (unlike her, “ oreau never visited the Adirondacks” (42)), Howe will not 
follow his path into nature but rather o er a critique of “ e literature of savagism 
/ under a spell of savagism” (49).3 However attracted by the idea of returning to an 
originally pure landscape, she cannot inscribe her work within a tradition of literary 
representation she is criticizing.4 On the other hand, to reassess the wrongs of 
history and literature, she must undo cartographies of power (“European grid on the 
Forest,” 45) that have reduced the “primal indeterminacy” into a di erentiated and 
hierarchical organization of space: she must break the boundaries imposed upon 
both land and paper. Shattering instruments of orientation and measure (“I pick my 
compass to pieces,” 55), her poetic subject moves toward no established direction 
(“Dark here in the dri ings / in the spaces of dri ing,” 55), crossing the land without 
conquering, listening to the landscape instead of naming its forms (“I heard poems 
inhabited by voices,” 42), seized instead of seizing (“ e Adirondacks occupied me,” 
42; original emphasis). 

From an aesthetic point of view, this stance is embodied in the explosion of the 
typographic grid occurring in the last section of the poem, where Howe’s typical line 
scatterings, rotations, and inverse mirrorings get rid of the directional axes (le -to-
right, up-to-bottom) that govern reading, deeply confounding whoever approaches 
the text (cf. Dworkin 32). Regardless of conventions that are explicitly mentioned 
(“ e Frames should be exactly / tted to the paper, the Margins / of which will 
not per[mit] of / a very deep Rabbit,” 56-57), any frame is indeed unsettled in this 
new indeterminacy. Margins are blown up, or absorbed, turning the page into an 
open eld where words can move in any possible direction, i.e. where meanings and 
relationships are always negotiable (Figure 1).

3 6DYDJL P UHIHU WR WKH ELD HG YL LRQ RI WKH ,QGLDQ WKDW ZD SRS ODU DW WKH WLPH RI

7KRUHD 0RQWJRPHU\ DFNQRZOHGJH RZH GHEW WR 5REHUW ) 6D\UH KRUHDX D G

WKH PHULFD , GLD V ULQFHWRQ ULQFHWRQ 8QLYHU LW\ UH ZKR GH FULEHG D

\R QJHU 7KRUHD D EHLQJ QGHU WKH SHOO RI DYDJL P :KLWH LQ KHU W UQ UHDG

D GLUHFW UHIHUHQFH WR &RRSHU LGHQWLI\LQJ SUHFL H DOO LRQ WR KL ZRUN IURP 6FR W DQG
“Path�nding” (indicating Natty Bumppo) to “Mount Vision” (connected to westward
H SDQ LRQ LQ KH LR HHUV DQG WKH PD DFUH DW )RUW :LOOLDP HQU\ LQ D FHQWUDO

HYHQW LQ KH /DVW RI WKH RKLFD V (246-255).
4 Cf. Howe’s deconstruction of the wildness: “There never was such a pure place […]

8QLQWHUU SWHG QDW UH DOO\ L D GUHDP HQMR\HG E\ WKH SRLOHU DQG ORRWHU P\
ancestors. It is a �rst dream of wildness most of us need in order to breathe; and yet to
LQKDELW D ZLOGQH L WR GH WUR\ LW Q HWHUQDO FRQWUDGLFWLRQ %HFNHWW
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Figure 1. “ orow” by Susan Howe, from Singularities (56-57), copyright © 1990 by 
Susan Howe. Reprinted by permission of Wesleyan University Press.

Under the e ects of this disruptive poetics, the margin does shi  from a 
peripheral to a central dimension in Melville’s Marginalia. e work owes its title 
to Wilson Walker Cowen’s homonymous edition (1987), which collects Melville’s 
annotations in the margins of the books he possessed. Like the holes of history, 
this material, which is intrinsically ephemeral, precarious, and personal, attracts 
the poet’s interest for its “persistent problem of eradication in the marginal body,” 
with notes concerning women erased by Melville’s wife and daughters (Howe, e 
Nonconformist’s Memorial 90). As with the “voices” that ll the landscape in orow, 
Howe is driven by the call emanating from her source of inspiration, compelled by 
the revelations she receives in a sort of “mystic documentary telepathy” (Howe, 
Spontaneous Particulars 18). Hence her special focus, among Melville’s readings, on 
the Irish poet James Clarence Mangan (1803-1849), a er her unexpected, exceptional 
discovery: “I saw the pencilled trace of Herman Melville’s passage through John 
Mitchel’s introduction and knew by shock of poetry telepathy the real James Clarence 
Mangan is the progenitor of ctional Bartleby” ( e Nonconformist’s Memorial 106). 

Like orow, Melville’s Marginalia comprises prose passages that, providing 
contextual information,5 help contain an eccentric poetic body in both structure 

5 7KH SUR H HFWLRQ LQFO GH D SUHIDFH DQ DGGLWLRQDO WDWHPHQW RQ WKH JHQH L S USR H DQG
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(a collage juxtaposition of fragments) and layout (presence of capitalization, 
underlining, words and sentences turned upside down and/or arranged into diagonal 
lines, overlapping and line crossing, partially erased words, horizontal and vertical 
marks). At stake, here as well as in Cowen, is the disruption of textual hierarchies 
that printing, with its homogenizing, stabilizing and regulating force, does instead 
maintain. Reversing the relationship between center and margin, text and note, 
Howe’s chaotic con gurations oppose the tyranny and constraints of publishing 
processes, which restrict the freedom of writing by revision and censorship. 
Furthermore, sanctioned by the controlling power that presides over its release, 
and xed by the rigidity of typographical characters, the printed text comes to 
o er a de nitive, authoritative version that rejects alternative forms and meanings. 
“Printing ruins it” (147), declares Howe alluding to the reduction achieved by the 
medium. Print “settles” (150), establishing both order and dominion, colonizing 
the wilderness of manuscript material. Concerned with con nement, it performs 
the task of a “sentinel” (150) in the prison-house of the book (“call whatever gaol a 
goal,” 150).

Given these premises, what implications does the audio version of these texts 
entail? What is at stake in this new frontier of textuality, where transmission and 
reception privilege the auditory dimension despite Howe’s great investment in the 
visual? e texts under consideration undergo complex transformations for Howe’s 
vocal execution is ampli ed by Grubbs’s contribution; the result is an interesting 
convergence of voice, sound, and music,6 with a little help from audio technology, 
electric and digital. Like printed collections, the audio CD is divided into sections 
(the soundtracks) that re ect the earlier embodiment of the texts in book format. 
Reproducing orow, the rst four tracks enact the tripartite structure of the 
printed source, corresponding to its introduction (track 1), part one (track 2), part 
two (track 3), and part three (track 4). Devoted to Melville’s Marginalia, the h 
track ows without interruptions. Substantial di erence, however, distinguishes 
the audio versions on a purely textual level, for the prose sections of the earlier 
formats are either massively disintegrated ( orow) or utterly excised (Melville’s 
Marginalia). 

orow’s introduction, in fact, consists here in characteristic buzzing sounds that 
overlap and/or alternate with the notes of a baritone saxophone and of a uteophone. 
Against this unfamiliar and disorienting sonorous background, the verbal text 
falls short, collapsing into a few isolated word fragments and phonemes involving 

FRSH RI WKH ZRUN H FHUSW IURP 0DQJDQ SULPDU\ DQG HFRQGDU\ R UFH

6 ,PSO\LQJ DQ\WKLQJ WKDW L RU FDQ EH KHDUG R QG L WKH EURDGHU FDWHJRU\ IURP ZKLFK
YRLFH DQG P LF HPHUJH DIWHU D GLIIHUHQWLDWLRQ SURFH WKDW L KL WRULFDOO\ F OW UDOO\

DQG RFLDOO\ GHWHUPLQHG YRLFH WKUR JK PHWDSKRULFDO D RFLDWLRQ WKDW DE WUDFW

it from the sonic, material properties of sound, came to be identi�ed with individual
identity, agency, authorship, authority, and power (Weidman 232), “music” developed as
UDWLRQDOL]HG DQG WDQGDUGL]HG R QG 6DNDNHHQ\
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obstruction of the airstream, whether complete (stops /t/ and /k/) or partial (fricative 
/s/), which can neither cohere into discourse nor relate to the acoustic environment.7 

In the audio version of Melville’s Marginalia, on the other hand, as the poetic body is 
itself abridged, the prose is de nitively lost. e e ects of these operations are highly 
destabilizing. Once the orienting frames of the books collapse, the contents dri , 
released as they are from any narrative that pre gures direction and purpose. Nor 
does the oral enactment provide listeners with an easy path to follow, for the peculiar 
intersection of di erent sonorities, from Howe’s voice to Grubbs’s experimentation 
with di erent kinds of sounds and music, increases uncertainty.

Indeed, “voice” is a problematic term in this context, for it remains tied to the 
notions of spontaneity, naturalness, self-expression, self-presence, and authorship 
that have been questioned in the work of language poets (cf. Bernstein, “Stay Straws 
and Straw Men,” and Silliman et al.) and in the larger frame of post-structural 
criticism (Barthes, Foucault, Derrida). Marking identity and agency, its metaphoric 
associations have obscured the primary and literal sense of voice, i.e. sound produced 
by the vocal organs, and downgraded its sonic and material aspects to a secondary 
status and a disruptive function. As the privilege of signifying, authorial voice over 
bodily, material vocality is re ected in related binaries (referential meaning/other 
processes of signi cation, content/form, human/non-human, language/music, male/
female), “voice” must be necessarily denaturalized in order to subvert hierarchies and 
inherent ideologies (cf. Weidman 233-234). 

e joint production of Susan Howe and David Grubbs runs counter to the 
dominant concept of voice in di erent ways. For her part, the poet o ers an anti-
expressive, anti-performative reading that replaces orality, just a “reading style” 
emphasizing breath, voice, and speech, with aurality, which is instead concerned 
with what the ear hears, with the sound of the writing. Whereas the former privileges 
speech over writing, (signifying) voice over sound, listening (psychological act) over 
hearing (physiological act), the latter is entangled with the articulations of the body, 
including mouth, tongue, and vocal chords; it voices the poem rather than the poet; 
it is a/orality, i.e. the very negation of orality (Bernstein, Close Listening 13). Just 
as her visual experiments foreground the material aspect of writing, so does her 
reading emphasize the material aspect of sound, deconstructing to a higher degree 
any notion of voice that is related to individual identity. Technological mediation, 

nally, favors her objective. Dispensing with the sight and presence of the speaking 
subject, audio recording alienates voice from its “natural” source; depriving it of 
its originating body, it prevents direct connection with the writer, which threatens 
authorship, authority, and agency. is e ect is then increased by Howe’s own 

7 As Wilkinson observes, most of these utterances relate to the �nal section of the poem
PRUH FRKHUHQW SKUD H OLNH \R DUH RI PH , RI \R RYHUODSSLQJ ZRUG OLNH EO

wov,” “ oted/folled;” repetition of “th;” stutters and cracks). Howe’s introduction, on
the other hand, literally explodes (“light letters exploded,” 42) in sections 1 and 2, where
UYLYLQJ IUDJPHQW IDOO RYHU WKH SRHP
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emulation of sound reproduction technology, which is thoroughly in tune with her 
role of the poet-as-medium, who, listening to the voices of the past, speaks the 
words of others. 

David Grubbs’s testimony, as the poet’s rst and most attentive listener, is here 
revealing. “In performing her text,” he says on orow, “she cuts words in a way that 
to me sounds like audio tape and razor blade. e very word ‘thie h’ . . . proposes an 
analogy between our respective methods in its quality of having been spliced together 
from two sources” (Grubbs, emphasis mine). Grubbs’s comparison of Howe’s reading 
voice with both a modern device of audio reproduction and a sharp tool for cutting 
points to a technologized and depersonalized voice that is far from the spontaneity 
and uidity of speech. e broken articulation he describes rather suggests a 
stuttering voice that, incapable of achieving unity and harmony, dramatizes rupture 
and dissonance. Emancipated from the yoke of reference and the solidi cation of 
meaning, utterances draw attention to themselves as sounds; released from lexical 
and syntactical boundaries, words and sentences strive for “primal indeterminacy” 
and liberation from signi cation. 

Grubbs’s assessment of Howe’s oral delivery is based on the special vocalization 
of “thie h,” which, despite appearing only at the end of orow, is symptomatically 
given due prominence as the title for the CD collection. Unnaturally stumbling at 
the junction of the two word-units (“thief-th”), the poet foregrounds her contrived 
process of combination out of unrelated source fragments. Unbroken on the page, 
the term is cut o  from any syntactical structure; it is the last of a few scattered, 
similarly constructed word-units that, detached from each other by larger portions 
of the blank page, are eventually torn from the void-silence that suppresses them 
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. “ orow” by Susan Howe, from Singularities (59), copyright © 1990 by 
Susan Howe. Reprinted by permission of Wesleyan University Press.
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Yet, “thie h” is certainly not an isolated case. Melville’s Marginalia embodies 
a kind of dysfunctional speech, a stutter, as explicitly signaled from the beginning 
(“Crumple / and stammer out di cult,” e Nonconformist’s Memorial 94). Inherent 
in Howe’s typical collage of fragmented sentences, which obstructs the owing 
linearity of any discourse, this speech impediment is remarkably conveyed by Howe’s 
hesitancy at individual phonemes and consequent hampering of elocution. Even if, 
unlike “thie h,” the stutter is visibly suggested on the page by the slipping of letters 
out of their lexical chains (e.g. “Traces u pon the comin g […] e bracket isn t 
closed”, 121; “ame n of hal f  l ight / alter wi t hwillow /? water stain to right,” 122—
emphasis mine), it is in oral deliverance that this quality can be fully appreciated.8 
Howe’s method reaches its apex in the poem on page 123 (Figure 3), where trouble 
in articulation is further suggested by the overlapping of typographical characters. 
Exemplifying revisions, this visual expedient introduces uncertainty, indecision, and 
change, threatening the supposedly xed and closed nature of the printed text:   

Figure 3. “Melville’s Marginalia” by Susan Howe, from e Nonconformist’s Memorial, 
copyright © 1993 by Susan Howe. Reprinted by permission of New Directions 
Publishing Corp.

8 2QO\ LQ WKH W WWHU FDQ RZH UHFRYHU WKH YRLFH SUHHPLQHQWO\ IHPDOH RU IHPLQL]HG
OLNH %LOO\ % GG DW WKH PDUJLQ RI GL FR U H ,W WKH W WWHU LQ PHULFDQ OLWHUDW UH

WKDW LQWHUH W PH , KHDU WKH W WWHU D D R QG RI QFHUWDLQW\ :KDW L LOHQFHG RU QRW T LWH

LOHQFHG ZH DUH LQ WKH W WWHU :H ZHUH H SHOOHG IURP WKH DUGHQ RI WKH 0\WKRORJ\
RI WKH PHULFDQ )URQWLHU 7KH GUDPD GRQH :H DUH WKH ZLOGHUQH :H KDYH FRPH RQ WR

WKH WDJH W WWHULQJ )R WHU
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Whereas, in silent reading, the eye can eventually reconstitute unity, helping readers 
acquire some kind of “ uency,” Howe’s vocalization truly embodies the hesitancy of 
speech that the written text can only evoke.9 Stammering, as she interrupts her voice 
or repeats words and sentences in an e ort for the right term, she has her listeners 
experience the sound quality of each phoneme to an extent she cannot achieve among 
an audience made up of mere readers.

If Howe’s speech sounds unnatural, Grubbs’s technological interventions add a 
higher degree of arti ciality. Privileging the voiced text, Grubbs starts working from 
Howe’s reading of her poems, which he tapes and listens to repeatedly (Grubbs). 
Audio recording, however, is instrumental to his work in a more invasive way. 
Relying on digital technology, he can in fact manipulate Howe’s voice and enhance 
its capacities in ways otherwise impossible. With the help of a computer, he can split 
her sentences, pick fragments and play them over Howe’s present reading, doubling, 
or even tripling, her voice to achieve peculiar e ects. 

Undoubtedly, this operation is highly e ective to reproduce not just the 
polyvocality of Howe’s textual dimensions but also the e ect of simultaneous 
occurrence that, in the printed version, is suggested on the graphic level. In orow, 
this is the special case of the third and last section. As the random scattering and 
overlapping of fragments disrupt the linear progression of both writing and reading, 
so does Grubbs’s manipulation of Howe’s recorded voice, as he cuts sentences and 
overlaps fragments, triggering an audio experience based on simultaneous perception 
and chaos. In tune with the unsettling of the landscape/page implied by both graphics 
and war related terms (“Encampt,” “Gabion/Parapet,” “Traverse canon night siege 
Constant ring,” “garrison,” “escalade,” “arrowhead”), any consistent voice that might 
ensure “historical truth” is disturbed by the assault of acoustic interference and 
intersecting articulations. Con ict reverberates in the clash between fast and slow, 
loud and gentle utterances as well as in the persistence of harsh sounds (/t/ and /s/) 
that convey cracking, breaking, and slicing (Wilkinson). e same strategies return 
in Melville’s Marginalia, in both book and sound track. Yet, if on these occasions 
Grubbs’s method matches Howe’s experimentation on the page and helps the poet 
overcome the limits of the human voice, elsewhere it signals a more independent use 
by the musician, who responds to, or interprets, Howe’s text. 

In orow, for instance, Grubbs extends the use of this stratagem to the rst and 
second sections of the work as well, which, in printed form, display a more regular 
and relatively conventional con guration. In a few poems, he plays pre-recorded 
sentence fragments extracted from the introduction over Howe’s vocal performance, 

9 RZH L KHUH HPSKD L]LQJ WKH PDWHULDO FRQGLWLRQ RI SRHWU\ ZLWK DQ DOO LRQ WR WKH

physical properties of the book: from the cover (“cof�n”) and binding (“sew”) to the
RULJLQ RI WKH SDSHU SDJH ZRRG ZKHUH ZRUG DUH SULQWHG ZRUNLQ RE HUYH
“cof�n,” “resonating between ‘tomb’ and ‘tome,’” was also a technical term in press
printing and paper manufacture (43).
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which results in transitory but e ective attacks on the sequential development of 
both writing (the text on the page) and reading (Howe’s). Unlike readers, listeners are 
led astray once again: deprived of a guide, once the introduction is blown into pieces, 
they get lost in a muddle of words as they enter a polyphonic landscape that exactly 
de es “Apprehension as representation” (54), the writer’s central object of criticism. 
Even if saved from disintegration, these fragments compromise comprehension; 
unless they are listened to several times, they are di cult to detect. Furthermore, even 
if reconstituted, they would still be missing their original context. Why, therefore, 
and to what e ects, does Grubbs increase the opacity of the verbal text? 

e musician relies on these interventions to stress and further develop the 
poet’s denunciation. In the rst section, for instance, words like “snow” and “once-
upon,” which are torn from the end of the rst introductory passage,10 are played 
over contradictory and iterative lines: “Must see and not see / Must not see nothing 
/ Burrow and so burrow /Measuring mastering” (45; track 2, 0:54-1:03). e ensuing 
reverberation ampli es the multiplication of perspectives accomplished by the text, 
whose ambivalence warns against the duplicity of European colonists, who came as 
both explorers and conquerors (“Measuring, mastering”), who loved and yet exploited 
the land. Voice proliferation is then symptomatic of alternative stories, which can 
be recovered only by a revisionist approach to historical discourse, “re-reading re-
tracing once-upon.”11 Elsewhere, this vocal irruption re ects and intensi es the 
violence of history deprecated by the poet, turning war—the “Armageddon at Fort 
William Henry” (51)—into the object of an auditory experience (a er the perception 
of con icting voices),12 or helps undo the mapping and enclosing of the land, with its 
intrinsic transgression of spatial and temporal boundaries.13 

In Melville’s Marginalia, on the other hand, Grubbs devises one more “trick” for 
the listeners, splitting and turning the same poem against itself. Regarding the text 
on page 125, for instance, he works with the two halves of a poem (made up of 12 
lines, it is divided into two sub-units of 6 lines each), having one overlap the other.14 

10 /HW P\ HOI GULIW LQ WKH UL H DQG IDOO RI OLJKW DQG QRZ UH UHDGLQJ UH WUDFLQJ RQFH SRQ

(41).
11 )RU WKH DPH UHD RQ DQG HIIHFW WKL RSHUDWLRQ L UHSHDWHG FRQFHUQLQJ WKH IROORZLQJ

FRQWUDGLFWRU\ OLQH 1HZ OLIH DIWHU WKH )DOO 6R PDQ\ WU H WKLQJ ZKLFK DUH QRW WU WK
itself / We are too �nite” (49; track 3, 0:11-0:17).

12 ,Q FRPSOLDQFH ZLWK WKH FRQWHQW U EE OD QFKH KL DWWDFN E\ RYHUODSSLQJ WKH PR W
H SOR LYH HQWHQFH :RUN SHQHWUDWHG E\ WKH HGJH RI D WKRU WUDYHU H P OWLSOLFLWLH OLJKW

letters exploding apprehension suppose when individual hearing,” 42) over the lines “I
WUHWFK R W P\ DUP WR WKH D WKRU 2K WKH EDUH JUR QG 0\ WKLFN FRDW DQG P\ WHQW
and the black of clouds” (51; track 3, 2:00-2:08).

13 The �xed borders designated on the page (“Most mysterious river // On the con�ned
EUL N RRU WRUP DOO KDOORZ DQG SDOL JV DURX G FDEL ,” 53, emphasis mine) are
K WWHUHG E\ WKH LQF U LRQ RI ZRUG WKDW HPSKD L]H LQ WDELOLW\ (YHU\ QDPH GULYHQ ZLOO

be as another rivet in the machine of a universe ux,” 42; track 3:18-3:28).
14 HUH L IRU FRQYHQLHQFH WKH I OO WH W 2QH IRUHYHU RFF SLHG WRRG RQ WKH SDWK ZLWK
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e voiced text, consequently, evolves in a di erent way once released from the page. 
Starting from the middle of the second half (“Roisin Dubh means Ireland”), it goes 
on with the rst line of the rst half (“One forever occupied”). From now on, the 
two sections are delivered simultaneously: as the rst ows regularly, the second, 
commenced in mid-way, runs back to its beginning, climbing upward. In the process, 
we hear two Susans, two voices with di erent pace and tone (quicker and pressing, 
concerning the rst part; slow and meditative, concerning the second) that almost 
compete with each other, diverging rather than converging. In fact, even if they 
overlap, they never fully merge. Since the superimposition starts from the second 
sentence, the initial lag ensures that the “two voices” begin and nish at di erent 
times, providing only two clearly distinct but unrelated utterances, the rst (“Roisin 
Dubh means Ireland”) and the last (“a spectral creature on a ladder”), neither of 
which conforms to the line sequence of the printed poem. In between, the vocal 
clash undermines the stability of an already precarious text, whose transmission and 
experience are here totally transformed. 

In like manner, the hesitancy of Howe’s text, voiced as well as printed, is matched 
by Grubbs’s acoustic interferences, or noises,15 which cause disturbance and an 
increased sense of precariousness. e artist introduces synthetized and digital sounds 
as a background to Howe’s reading voice or in between her stretches of speech, lling 
the silence of the white page. Disjointed from their original contexts, these simulated 
or recorded sounds imply an operation of de- and re-contextualization that parallels 
collage in the visual arts. Challenging listeners’ comprehension, such a process invites 
them to develop meaning from the juxtaposition of unrelated backgrounds. Signaling 
discontinuity and rupture, it threatens to disintegrate listening and communication; 
on the other hand, this breaking of constraints can also release new possibilities of 
sound formation, expression, and signi cation.

In orow, vocal and musical executions are interspersed with or backgrounded 
by persistent buzzing and crackling noises that disturb enunciation, increasing 
indeterminacy. Abstracted from their sources, they prevent the recognition of a 
precise or familiar environmental context, generating some kind of anxiety. Likewise, 
in Melville’s Marginalia, Grubbs pre-recorded and employed the distracting sounds 
he could hear at home while working on the text: dripping water, empty apartment 
creaks, melting snow, airplanes (Grubbs). Set in the new context, they provide further 

ZKL SHUHG LQIRUPDWLRQ WKDW WKDW SHU RQ ZD &ODUHQFH 0DQJDQ D SHFWUDO FUHDW UH RQ D

ODGGHU DOO KLV VRXOV DV L WKH ERRN L KLV DUPV RLVL XKE PHD V ,UHOD G HDUWK

I guess / I am bound by a de�nition / of criticism HPSKD L PLQH WR LJQDO WKH SOLW

15 /LNH YRLFH DQG P LF QRL H L DO R SDUW RI R QG GHQRWLQJ LW PDWHULDO D SHFW

DQG JHQHUDO SURSHUW\ QRL LQH D UHODWLRQDO FRQFHSW LPSO\LQJ GLIIHUHQFH LW EHDU
negative connotations once de�ned against music (music is “beautiful” and “desirable;”
QRL H L QLQWHQWLRQDO DQG QZDQWHG LQ WHFKQRORJLFDOO\ PHGLDWHG FRPP QLFDWLRQ

QRL H D LQWHUIHUHQFH FRPSURPL LQJ WKH UHFHSWLRQ RI WKH PH DJH DQG LQ RFLDO FRQWH W
(where it names the inarticulate voices of marginal subjects). Cf. Novak 126-131 and, on
WKH EYHU LYH SRWHQWLDO RI QRL H WWDOL
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distractions, pairing the disruption of Howe’s stuttering voice. Furthermore, the sounds 
of creaks and melting snow provide powerful acoustic metaphors for the crumbling of 
Howe’s text and its changing state from the printed to the sonic dimension. 

If digital and synthetized sounds, which point at a high degree of manipulation, 
produce acoustic e ects that are equivalent to Howe’s visual texts, supporting 
her voice when not capable of pairing the visual strategies employed on the page, 
instrumental music provides more than a mere accompaniment, more than just 
background. Itself a “reading,” in the sense of “interpretation,” it helps and supports 
Howe’s audience of listeners. Experimenting with the sound of di erent instruments, 
Grubbs pursues e ects that are inspired by Howe’s performance. In orow, baritone 
saxophone variations, which are further lowered in pitch, are contrasted with the 
higher notes of the uteophone, which parallel Howe’s vocal ight out of lexical and 
syntactical boundaries.16 In Melville’s Marginalia, Grubbs joins Howe’s cacophonous 
performance with music he composed and recorded for the piano and a brief excerpt 
from the recording of a Baroque violin concerto (Grubbs), juxtaposing dissonant 
notes for an altogether dissonant work. 

Yet, in spite of the distinctions traced here, the boundaries between voice, sound 
(or noise), and music are continuously blurred, with a consequent convergence of each 
category into the others. Pre-recorded and manipulated to achieve speci c e ects, 
Howe’s voice is turned into one more sound that cuts across Howe’s performance. Nor 
is the poet’s “live” execution exempt from the same process. Not only is it mediated 
by sound recording, but Grubbs’s arti ces never let the medium “vanish,” never 
make it “transparent.”17 Music, too, undergoes a similar process of manipulation and 
objecti cation. Played by Mats Gustafsson, the notes from baritone saxophone and 

utephone, in orow, have been pre-recorded and then conveniently “played” by 
Grubbs as Howe reads her text. In Melville’s Marginalia, on the other hand, Grubbs 
integrates pre-recorded melodies and ambient sounds, which interfere with the 
verbal text in a complex, multilayered, acoustic dimension. 

Enhanced by the musical arrangement, sound, and vocal manipulations of 
David Grubbs, Howe’s voiced texts o er one more embodiment in the life of a poem 

16 7KH P LF IRU KRUR WRRN LQ SLUDWLRQ IURP &KDUOH ,YH &RQFRUG 6RQDWD GLYLGHG

into four movements, the last of which is called “Thoreau.” Here is a part for ute
intended to represent Thoreau as playing his ute atWalden Pond. Grubbs asked Swedish
musician Mats Gustafsson to record variations on this theme on the uteophone, an
LQ WU PHQW WDI RQ KDG FUHDWHG E\ T HH]LQJ D D RSKRQH PR WKSLHFH LQWR WKH ERG\

of a ute (Grubbs).
17 7 UQLQJ WKH PHDQ RI R QG UHSURG FWLRQ LQWR D YDQL KLQJ PHGLDWRU L WR JHQHUDWH WKH

illusion of direct, unmediated communication and prevent that “loss of �delity,” or “ORVV
RI EHL J WKDW GL WLQJ L KH D FRS\ IURP LW RULJLQDO 6WHUQH RULJLQDO HPSKD L

OD\LQJ EDFN RZH SUH UHFRUGHG YRLFH RYHU RZH YRLFH KLHIWK LQYDOLGDWH WKL

GLFKRWRP\ DQG WKH SSR HG YDO H RI D WKHQWLFLW\ LW HOI D FRQ WU FWLRQ ,QGHHG LW
PDQLIH W D QHZ RULJLQDOLW\ D WKH SR LELOLW\ RI UHSURG FWLRQ WUDQ IRUP WKH SUDFWLFH RI

SURG FWLRQ 6WHUQH
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that controverts the authority, stability, and closure of any “original,” written text.18 
Her kind of selective reading, where portions of the printed works are skipped or 
exploded into a few, almost indiscernible fragments to be played over her voice, points 
to the dynamic potential of any text that printing, on the other hand, would inhibit. 
Whether the textual history of Howe’s written products shows the poet engaged with 
a re-editing process that signi cantly transforms her previously published works, 
her oral instantiations a ect more deeply the nature and reception of the texts. Her 
kind of anti-performative reading, intensi ed by compositions that precisely resist 
performance, shi s attention from language-as-word to language-as-sound, which, 
in turn, requires a parallel shi  from semantic to reduced listening. 

Whereas semantic listening looks at language to interpret a message, neglecting 
the acoustic properties of phonemes, reduced listening concentrates on sound itself, 
as an object rather than a mere vehicle. Acousmatic listening in particular, i.e. when 
someone hears a sound out of context, without seeing its cause, reinforces this mode 
since it directs the auditors’ undivided attention to sonic textures. At the same time, 
it might also elicit causal listening, the most common of the three, with disoriented 
auditors in need of information about the cause or origin of what they are hearing (cf. 
Chion 48-52). Yet, even in this modality, listeners remain subject to vagueness. Not 
only does a sound usually have plural sources, especially if mediated; a recognizable 
source might still “go unidenti ed and unnamed inde nitely,” as with a familiar 
radio announcer whose name and physical traits are not known by the audience 
(Chion 49). Entangled in an intricate web of sonorities, Howe’s listeners are similarly 
asked to become familiar with sounds and voices that, removed from naming, evade 
repression in the political, social, and aesthetic domains. 

Accordingly, the poet’s turn from mere evoked aurality to oral vocalizing denotes 
a shi  from an aesthetics of vision to an aesthetics of sound that does not contradict 
her visual experimentation but rather extends it. Howe’s anti-representative, 
language-centered poetry, in fact, repudiates sight, which is exclusively bound to 
the eye and limited to a singled perspective, for the multidimensional potential of 
vision, which is instead open to multiple views and calls for integrated perception 
and cognitive processes: “Vision is eyes hearing, hands smelling,” writes Bernstein 
(“Words and Pictures” 142). In this regard, sound o ers a unique escape from optical 
hierarchies and restrictions. As sound artist and scholar Salomé Voegelin suggests, 
sonic perception “is free of the visual stronghold on knowledge and experience. 
Sound does not describe but produces the object/phenomenon under consideration. 
. . . It does not deny visual reality but practices its own eeting actuality, augmenting 

18 ,Q WKL UHJDUG %HUQ WHLQ T H WLRQ WKH QEDODQFHG UHODWLRQ KLS EHWZHHQ WKH ZULWWHQ
WH W LQWHQGHG D DQ LPP WDEOH RULJLQDO DQG WKH SSR HGO\ GHULYDWLYH QDW UH RI LW

SHUIRUPDQFH QGHU WRRG D LQWHUSUHWDWLYH UHFLWDWLRQ 1RU L WKHUH DQ\ SULPDU\ ZULWWHQ

GRF PHQW D FK IRU HYHQ ZULWWHQ WH W H L W LQ D YDULHW\ RI SDUDOOHO YHU LRQ IURP
PDQ FULSW SDSHU WR GLIIHUHQW SULQWLQJ RU WH W DO SHUIRUPDQFH QRQH RI ZKLFK FDQ

FODLP ROH D WKRULW\ ORVH /LVWH L J
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the seen through the heard” (10). If, in the visual eld, the subject contemplates 
and controls the object from the outside, in the auditory eld, characterized by 
dynamism and surroundability (Ihde 73-83), there is no separation between the 
heard and the hearing. Sound can therefore question the notions of subject and 
object, and relationships between the two that re ect distance, hierarchy, and power. 

e aesthetic subject in sound is rather “de ned by interaction with the auditory 
world” and “entwined with the heard” (Voegelin 5). Furthermore, being dynamic 
and evanescent, sound makes the very object of perception “unstable,” “ uid” and 
“ephemeral,” “unsettling what is through a world of sonic phenomena,” “unsettling 
the idea of visual stability” (Voegelin 12, original emphasis).

Writing to unsettle visual frames, which re ect social and political dynamics 
of power and exclusion, Susan Howe’s collaboration with David Grubbs successfully 
integrates visual and acoustic elds, increasing the capacity of both. Releasing sounds 
that, in the linguistic economy of the “paternal colonial systems” denounced in 

orow, are “incoherent, inaccessible, muddled and inaudible” (Howe, Singularities 
21)—i.e. the “noise” of marginal voices—she calls for listening as an aesthetic practice 
that might challenge the way we see and act in the world (Voegelin 12), drawing 
attention to the overlooked and the unheard. 
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